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has never existed after prehistoric times may learn better
by studying conditions in Sweden as late as in the sixteenth
century " x.
1 Heckscher, Mercantilism (revised ed.  1935), &  *39f note.     Cf. also
Gras, Industrial Evolution, i.
(i) Page 4, note 3
The woollen industry was divided into two main branches
—the clothing branch or manufacture of short carded wool,
and the worsted branch or manufacture of long combed
wool. The term ' cloth ' was used where both warp and
weft were spun from carded wool; and the term ' stuff'
denoted that warp and weft were made from combed wool.
A third category, ' serge ', was created by the mixture of
carded and combed wool—the weft being carded yarn and
the warp combed yarn. The fabric, whether cloth, stuff or
serge, was made up of longitudinal threads laid parallel to
each other and intersected by transverse threads. The
longitudinal threads constituted the warp, the transverse
threads the weft. The main processes of the industry were
as follows—Carding: to disentangle the locks of wool, and
straighten out and interlace the fibres. Combing : to lay
the fibres parallel with each other, and separate the long
wool from the wool of shorter staple. Spinning : to draw
out and twist the fibres so as to form a continuous thread
(termed * yarn '), either by a distaff (a cleft staff on which
was wound the wool) and a whirling spindle, or by a spinning-
wheel which gave motion to the spindle by means of a re-
volving wheel and was known in this country at least as
early as 1404*. Weaving : to insert the threads of the
weft between the alternate threads of the warp—a narrow
loom being worked by a single weaver, and a broad loom
by two weavers. Fulling : to thicken and shrink the cloth
either by trampling it under foot (' walking'), or by pounding
it in a lulling mill containing wooden hammers worked by
water-power. (The essential difference between woollen and
worsted fabrics was that only the former underwent the
process ol fulling.) Finishing or ' dressing ' : to ' row ', that
is, draw out the loose fibres from the cloth with teasles

